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Abstract 

vVe present a study of satellites in orbit around high-resolution, smoothed 

particle hydrodynamics (SPH) galaxies simulated in cosmological contexts. 

For t he galaxies of similar mass to the Milky 'vVay, the luminosity function at 

redshift zero of the satelli tes is similar to the observed luminosity function of 

the system of satellites orbiting the Milky vYay. Analysis of the satellites' mass 

functions reveals an order of magnit ude more dark sat ellites than luminous for 

each galaxy. There are even dark subhalos more massive than some of the 

luminous subhalos. V/hat separates luminous and dark subhalos is not their 

mass at z = 0, but t he maximum mass a subhalo attained over t heir life. 

vVe study the effect of four mass-loss mechanisms on the subhalos: ultraviolet 

(UV) ionising radiation , tidal stripping, ram pressure stripping, and stellar 

feeclback, and compare the impact each have on the satelli tes. In the lowest 

mass subhalos, UV is responsible for most of the gas loss and ram pressure 

stripping removes the rest . More massive subhalos have deeper potential wells 

and retain more mass during reionisation. However , as satellites pass near the 

centre of their main halo , tidal forces cause mass loss from satellites of all 

masses. It is difficult to discriminate mass loss due to this stellar feedback 

from other mechanisms using our analysis. During the course of this analysis , 

we noticed that massive and highly luminous subhalos accrete gas in a region 

that extends beyond their origins and traces their orbit around the host halo. 

vVe also ran a second series of tests by varying the baryonic physics for a 

smaller galaxy and found that stellar feedback and UV ionisation do have a 

profound effect of t he subhalos. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 1\ Cold Dark Matter 

The most widely-accepted cosmology model is A Cold Dark ~,I atter (ACDi\tI) 

(Ratra & Vogeley, 2008). The A in ACD:vI referrers to the presence of a non

zero cosmological constant (Gramann , 1988) in the Friedman equations (Fried

man , 1922) that describe the expansion of space. The CDM refers to the mat

ter that composes most of the Universe , which is dark (does not interact with 

electromagnetic radiation) and is cold (noll-relativistic) . 

Dark matter first arose out of a need to explain the measured internal 

velocities of galaxies in clusters (e.g . Zwicky, 1933; Smit h, 1936) , galaxies (e.g. 

Babcock, 1939; Oort , 1940) and the rotation curves of galaxies (Rubin et al. , 

19(8), which were too high for the mass of luminous matter that they held . In 

order for these results to be consistent with Newtonian mechanics and gravity, 

unseen matter embedded wit hin the massive halos of galaxies had to be invoked 

(Einasto et aL 1974; Ostriker et al. , 1974) . 
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There is a second motivation for dark matter . For Big Bang infl ation

ary models of the Universe, radiation amI matter are coupled durillg the hot 

radiation-dominated era (Gamow, 1948) unt il they become decoupled during 

recombination . However , after recombination in order for structure to arise 

from gravi tational instabili t ies in density inhomogeneities (Jeans, 1902) t he 

Universe must become matter dominated (Guyot &: Zeldovic, 1970). As later 

discovered , the baryon density is nearly an order of magnitude too low (Yang 

et al. , 198-1:) for this, and since we clearly observe structure some addit ional 

form of dark matter must also exit in order for the Universe to be matter 

dominated . 

There are three broad groups of dark matter candidates : hot dark mat

ter , vvarm dark matter , and cold dark matter. Hot dark matter is relativis

t ic and collision less (e.g. Bond & Szalay, 1983) , while warm dark matter is 

non-relativistic when t he horizon scale is galaxy-sized (e.g. Pagels & PrimFtck , 

1982), and could be neutrinos or gravitinos. 

Because hot dark matter 's free-streaming damping mass is on the order of 

the size of galaxy clusters, then galaxy clusters would be the first structure to 

form in this top down model, and then they would break up into galaxies and 

then dwarf galaxies . For warm dark matter , galaxies would fo rm first. 

Cold dark matter (Blumenthal et al. , 1984), on the other hand , is non

relativistic. It leads to a hierarchical formation scenario of t he Universe where 

smFtll halos form first, and later these collect into galaxies, and within them 

gas cools into stars. In only the most dense regions of the Universe the galaxies 

come together into galaxy clusters, as described by Press & Schechter (UJ74) . 

2 
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There is more evidence for this model, given that gala:xies are older than clus

ters , and galaxies have been caught in the process of merging (e.g. Neuschaefer 

et al. , 1997). Early candidates for cold dark matter included non-baryonic pos

sibilities such as small black holes. Baryonic candidates included dark planets 

or b1'O\,,,'n chvarfs , but now dark matter is believed to be either mostly or en

t irely non-baryonic in composition (Sadoulet, 1999) after extensive micro lens

ing searches . Today, a number of particles are sti ll up for consideration , the 

most popular class being weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) like 

axions and photinos (i\rI uiioz, 2004). 

Since then the properties of cold dark matter , and the curvature and com

position of the Universe as a whole has been measured to great precision. 

The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is a residual black body radia

tion remaining from high temperatures early in the Universe's history, first 

hypothesized by Alpher et al. (1948) to explain the chemical abundances of 

elements. Discovered by Penzias & vVilson (1965) and simultaneously iden

tified by Dicke et al. (1965) , the C'YIB proved to be a powerful tool because 

important information about t he Universe's structure lies encoded in the CMB 

anisotropies , as first detected with COBE (Smoot et al. , 1992). The vVilkinson 

3 
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Microwave Anisotropy Probe ("ViVlAP3) (Spergel et al. , 2007) has now been 

able to measure many of these cosmological parameters to high precision: 

n 1,2 = 0 l ')~( '-(+O'OO~O 
~ 'm " . - - 0.00 ,9 

h = 0 73')+0.031 . --0.032 

ns = 0.958 ± 0.016 

T = 0.089 ± 0.0030 

O 761 +0.049 
(}8 =. - 0.048' 

(1.1 ) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

( 1.6) 

Combining ""-ii/lAP with the Supernova Legacy Survey (Astier et al. , 2005) 

yields: 

'W - -0 967+0.073 
- . -0.072 (1. 7) 

while combining it with the HST Key Project (Freedman et al. , 2001) con-

strains 

Ok = -0.014 ± 0.01 7 

0 /\ = 0.716 ± 0.055 

1.2 The Missing Satellites Problem 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

There do remain outstanding issues with ACD:;vI. "Vhile observations of 

dwarf halos imply cored centres, simulations have cuspy cent res (Flores & 

Primack, 1994) and the central concentrations of N-body galaxies are too 

dense (Navarro & Steinmetz, 2000) . Additionally, simulated galaxies reveal 
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more substructure in galaxies than what is actually observed (i''vIoore et aI. , 

1999; Klypin et aI. , 1999). 

In a hierarchical Universe , substructure is expected to be present at a simi

lar level at all scales of interest. In some of the earliest cosmological simulations 

t hat were able to resolve substructures , ~vIoore et aL (1 999) found that dark 

matter-only simulations of galaxies and galaxy clusters had t he same num

ber of substructures rela tive to the total mass of the system. A comparison 

of the simulations to observations showed that the simulated galaxy cluster 

matched the quantity of substructure in the nearby Virgo cluster, but that the 

simulated galaxy had significantly more substructure than the Local Group . 

Using constrained simulations of a system similar to the Local Group , Klypin 

et aL (1999) found far more substructure than what has been observed. This 

discrepancy between ACDi\I and observations is known as the "missing satel

lites problem" . Kravtsov (2010) provides a recent review of the progress made 

towards solving this problem. 

Generally, there are two paths pursued to resolve the lTIlSsmg satellites 

problem. One is to alter the cosmological paradigm. Examples of this in

clude self-interacting dark matter in which subhalos are destroyed through 

self-annihilation (Spergel & Steinhardt , 2000), warm dark matter (Dalcanton 

& Hogan , 2001) , or altering the primordial power spectrum (Zentner & Bul

lock, 2003). The other path is to consider t he effects of baryonic physics, such 

as stellar feedback (Dekel & Silk, 1986 ; Mac Low & Ferrara, 1999) or the ul

tra violet (UV) background ionisation (Efstathiou , 1992; Quinn et al. , 1996; 

Bullock et al. , 2000), \vhich might cause many satelli tes to be composed of 

5 
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dark matter only, or at least no stars, rendering them invisible to observa

tions. Recent gravitational lensing studies using galaxies (Dalal & Kochanek , 

2002) have discovered dark substructures, as also explored with simulations 

(J\Iao et al. , 2004), though the total number of substructure is still up for de

bate. So if we accept t he ACDM as it is , the next natural question is what 

physical mechanisms play the largest role in darkening small galactic halos 

and preventing star fo rmation. 

1.3 Solving the Missing Satellites Problem: Mech

anisms for Baryon Removal 

There are four primary mechanisms that can remove baryons , mostly gas, 

from subhalos: 

• UV ionisation: hydrogen in the early universe is ionised by the ultra 

violet radiation, believed to be emitted by the first luminous obj ects 

in the reionisation epoch. This sets the background temperat ure of the 

intergallactic medi um to be higher than that of t he subhalos' own virial 

temperatures in all but the heaviest subhalos. Later on. the UV ionisation 

stems from sources in the host halo itself. 

• Ram pressure stripping : as a satellite glides through the hot halo gas 

pressure becomes stronger than the gravitational force that binds gas to 

the subhalo itself, and is subsequently removed . 

6 
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• Stellar feedback: stellar \vinds and supernovae inject enough energy 

into the interstellar medium (IS\l1) of the small subhalo that is strong 

enough to eject gas from the lower mass subhalos . 

• Tidal stripping: when a subhalo nears its larger host galaxy the tidal 

forces become sufficient to remove material. Unlike t he other three mech

anisms ment ioned above this is t he only one that can remove collisionless 

matter , like dark matter and stars, as well as gas from a subhalo . 

Previous efforts have been made at examining t hese mechanisms in detail. 

Many of t hese efforts have been analyt ical due to the large dynamic range 

necessary to properly simulate substructures . Dekel & 'Woo (2003) compared 

careful observations of many dwarfs with an analytical model based on t he 

effect of supernova feedback and found that supernova feeclback defines t he line 

between low and high luminosity dwarf galaxies. Kravtsov et al. (2004) used 

high resolution , cosmological simulations to study t he role of tidal stripping 

in the mass evolut ion of satellites. They concluded t hat t he combined effect 

of t ides and ionisation could produce a Milky \Nay-like satelli te luminosity 

function. Read et al. (2006) considered both stellar-driven winds and ionisation 

in cosmological simulations and found t hat ionisation was crit ical to make their 

simulations agree with observed luminosity functions. Governato et al. (2007) 

found in another series of cosmological simulations that the UV background 

dramatically reduced the number of luminous subhalos. but that supernovae 

feedback was required to make t he simulated luminosity functions t he same as 

t hose observed. 

7 
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:.tlore recent cosmological simulations by Okamoto et al. (2009) have varied 

the st rength of a kinetic supernova wind feedback to determine exactly how 

much energy is required to produce the observed luminosity function. Klimen

towski et al. (2010) saw how t idal stripping determines a subhalo's baryon 

content and final morphology. vVadepuhl & Sprillgel (2010) introduced black 

holes into their simulations and found that the black holes are not massive 

enough in subhalos to have an effect on their luminosit ies. They did: however , 

find that wind-driven stellar feedback can reduce the number of high mass 

satelli tes, and cosmic rays can suppress the luminosity of low mass subha

los. Each of these models successfully fi t the data by emphasizing one or two 

mechanisms. 

One study has pointed out the importance of the combined effects of each 

mechanism. Mayer et al. (2006) simulated individual satellites falling into a 

static gravi tat ional potent ial filled 'wit h hot, dense gas . In these simulations, 

tidal forces excite star formation and t hus stellar feedback, as well as reshaping 

t he gas distribut ion so that it can be more easily stripped due to ram pressure. 

Mayer et al. (2006) called this combination of processes "tidal stirring" and 

found that it can remove enough gas from dwarf irregulars to t urn them into 

gas-poor dwarf spheroidals. 

T he mass a halo has had in the past , either at its birth or at the time of 

accretion into its host , certainly plays a role in its final baryon content. Only 

the more massive subhalos (Okamoto & Frenk, 2009; Guo et al. ; 2009; f-d accio 

et al. , 2009) retain stars, and mass-dependent star formation-suppression mech

anisms could be key (Koposov et al. , 2009). T he subhalos around a semi-

8 
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analytic model of an N-body simulation of a Milky 'Way-like halo (Li et al. , 

2009) , reveal luminous subhalos whose mass in dark matter spanned one or

der of magnit ude, while t he luminosity ranged over five orders of magnitude , 

matching observations. There were also many more dark matter-only sub halos 

present , whose mass spanned three orders of magnitude. 

1.4 Dwarf Galaxies 

Classically, the dwarf galaxies have been divided into three categories: 

dwarf ellipticals , dwarf spheroidals, and dwarf irregulars (Grebel, 1997) as pi

oneered by the Sandage & Binggeli (1984) catalogue for galaxies in the Virgo 

cluster. Dwarf ellipticals are a faint extension of the elliptical galaxy category, 

with distinct nuclei (Ferguson & Binggeli , 1994). Dwarf spheriodals, on the 

other hand , have no nuclei and less gas than dwarf ellip ticals (Gallagher & 

vVyse, 1994). Dwarf irregulars are the low surface brightness cousins of giant 

irregular galaxies , sharing many global propert ies like irregular morphology 

and large HI fractions , and are more gas-rich compared to other dwarf galaxies 

(Hunter & Gallagher, 1985). All together , these dwarf galaxies are the most 

common objects in the Universe today (I\Iarzke & da Costa, 1997). Mateo 

(1998) compiled a comprehensive compendium on t he classic dwarf galaxies 

in the Local Group . At t he time thirty-six galaxies were known in the Local 

Group , their absolute V-band magnitudes ranging from lY! v rv - 18 to -8.8 

In recent years on the vanguard of large surveys, including the Sloan Digital 

Sky Survey, a new category of dwarf galaxies has been unearthed: the ultra 

fa int dwarfs (vVillman et al. , 2005; Belokurov et al. , 2007; Koposov et al. , 

9 
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2008), adding to t he total sum of luminous substructure in the Local Group 

alld lessening the severi ty of the missing satelli tes problem. However , it does 

not entirely solve it given that there are about a factor of 4 too few observed 

dwarf galaxies still (Simon & Geha, 2007), t hough they suggest that there 

are ultra faint dwarfs out there that may be even less massive than what has 

so far been observed. Currently, these large surveys do not cover the entire 

sky and there may still be ultra faint dwarf galaxies t oo faint for current 

instrumentation. Tollerud et a1. (2009) have estimated that around 300 to 600 

dwarf galaxies may in fact exist within t he Milky 'Nay's virial radius alone, 

some of them dark. Fundamentally, some dwarf galaxies may be populated 

with stars and some not, and a leading question is what causes the difference 

between these dwarf galaxies. 

1.5 Outline 

The science presented in this thesis consists of four sections. Chapter 2 will 

go over the background of our simulations, namely the r--ilcMaster Unbiased 

Galaxy Simulations (MUGS) galaxies we use for our analysis; the Amiga Halo 

Finder (AHF) invoked to ident ify the subhalos of every galaxy; our method of 

merger tree construction to track subhalos through t ime; and a quantitative 

int roduction to the properties of the fourteen host galaxies featured in t his 

paper. Chapter 3 will present t he luminosity functions of the subhalos for t hese 

fourteen host galaxies and compare them to data from the Milky vVay. Vie also 

re-simulate one host galaxy, g5664, by varying the baryonic physics to see t he 

effects of stellar feedback and the UV background had on g5664 's luminosity 

10 
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function. Chapt er 4 will be dedicated to a single host galaxy, g15784, where we 

deconstruct the mechanisms by which baryons are driven from its subhalos: 

UV ionisation , t idal st ripping, ram pressure stripping and stellar feedback. \Ve 

explicit ly track the causes behind t he depa.rture of individual gas particles from 

t heir subhalo in order to paint a comprehensive picture showing t he relative 

strength of each. Last ly, Chapter 5 will return t o mult iple host galaxies and 

examine the relationship subhalos · ma.ximum masses have to how luminous 

t hey become at redshift zero. T he ent ire thesis will be concluded and discussed 

in Chapter 6. 

11 
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Chapter 2 

Method 

2.1 MUGS: The McMaster Unbiased Galaxy 
Simulations 

vVe analyze the subhalos of fourteen galaxies from the i\kV1aster Unbiased 

Galaxy Simulations (MUGS) , with total maSS0S b0tw00n rv 5 X 1011 \110 and 

rv 2 x 1012M0 . The purpose of MUGS is to provide a sample of L* simulated 

galaxies . A full description of MUGS can be found in Stinson et al. (2010), 

but vve briefly sUlllmarize it here. MUGS was run using the SPH code GASO

LINE (vVadsley et al. , 2004). GASOLINE includes low temperature metal cooling 

(Shen et al. , 2010) using CLOUDY (version 07.02, last described by Ferland 

et al. (1998)) and assuming ionisation equilibrium , star formation , physically

motivated stellar feedback , and a spacially uniform ultraviolet ionising back

ground adopted from Haardt & :V1adau (in preparation ; see Haardt & Madau , 

1996), is used in order to calculate the metal cooling rates self-consistently. The 

initial dark matter , gas and star particle masses are 1.1 x 106 1V10 , 2.2 x 105 i'v10 

and 6.3 x 104 :\110 respectively. Outputs were at most 214 Myr apart, especially 

13 
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at lower redshift, with irregular outputs at key times. Outputs \Nere much closer 

together at high redshifts , typically 107 Myr apart. 

First , 2563 dark matter particles were evolved to redshift zero in the 50 

h- 1 .Mpc box with periodic boundary conditions and a Wl\IAP3 i\.CDM uni

verse (Ho=73 km S-l Mpc-l, Dm=0.24 , D1\=0.76 , Dbnryon=0.04, and (/8=0.79) 

(Spergel et al. , 2007). A number of random galaxies were selected from those 

with mass greater than rv 2 x 1012M0 that did not evolve near a massive 

struct ure in order to be unbiased towards: angular momentum, merger history, 

and distribut ion of less massive neighbors in order to reproduce the spread in 

galaxy properties seen in observations. The only bias might arise from random 

chance. Merger history is defined as t he redshift at which a galaxy achieves 

half of its final mass, and angular momentum is given by t he definition used 

in Bullock et al. (2001 ) , i\. = J / J frG lv[3 R. It is hoped that our sample will 

reproduce the observed spread in galaxy properties . 

For each randomly selected galaxy the zoom renormalization technique 

(Governato et al. , 2004) was used as described here. This involved marking 

off a region of interest around the galaxy, determined by finding all part icles 

within five virial radii of the galaxy at redshift zero and tracing them back to 

their positions in the initial condit ions. T his leads to a non-spherical region of 

interest in order to save computational resources. These selected galaxies are 

then re-run at higher resolution with baryonic physics and now equivalent to 

20483 particles , while keeping their neighboring filaments and galaxies at low 

resolut ion. 

14 
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T he star formation and feedback recipes use the "blastwave model" de-

scribed in detail in Stinson et al. (2006). In order to form stars, gas particles 

must be dense (n 2: 0.lcm- 3
) and cool (T ::; 15 ,000K) . Then a randomly-

selected subset of particles that qualify for this form stars according to : 

d j\/I* * lvIgas 
--= c --

dt tdyn 
(2.1) 

·where 111/* is mass of stars created , c* is a constant star formation efficiency 

factor , hIgas is the mass of gas creating the star , dt is how often star formation 

is calculated (1 l\ lyr in all the MUGS simulations described in here) and tdyn 

is the gas dynamical t ime. The constant parameter , c* , is tuned to 0.05 so t hat 

the simulated Isolated Model l\ l ilky 'vVay used in Stinson et al. (2006) matches 

the Kennicutt (1998) Schmidt Law, and then c* is left fixed for all subsequent 

applications of the code. 

Due to our resolution , having each star particle being about 6.3 x 104 l\10, 

t he star particles in fact represent groups of stars. Each star particle is parti-

tioned into mass bins given by t he Kroupa et al. (1993) ini t ial mass function 

and later assigned lifetimes according to Raiteri et al. (1996). Stars over 8 .0l\.Io 

explode as supernovea after they expire, releasing energy in quantized packets 

as given by the Stinson et al. (2006) model as used in MUGS. 

2.2 Group Finding: Amiga Halo Finder 

In order to idelltify t he host galaxy and its subhalos , we used the Amiga 

Halo Finder (AHF) (Knollmann & Knebe, 2009). AHF is based on the spher-

ical overdensity method for finding halos. It is able to identify density peaks 
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using an adaptive mesh algorithm. Once the density peaks are identified , AHF 

cuts out halos (and subhalos) using isodensity contours. Particles belonging to 

subhalos are distinguished from those of the background halo using a simple 

unbinding procedure to determine whether the particles are gravitationally 

bound to the subhalo. 

vVe base our analysis on a minimum group size of 50 particles, which is 

2.2 x 1071\/I ::; when the group only contains dark matter but could be less 

massive if it also contains gas and star particles. Our analysis is restricted to 

those satellites identified by AHF as lying inside the virial radius (r vir) of the 

halo. Because of this constraint , we expect the satellites we are analyzing to 

be similar to dwarf spheroid (dSph) galaxies, a population that dominates the 

satelli te population of the Milky Way within rvir ' Dwarf spheroidals contain 

litt le gas (e.g. Fig 3 in Grebel et al. , 2003) , but generally continued forming 

stars until recently (Skillman, 2007). 

2.3 Merger Trees 

vVe traced the histories of each subhalo in the gala.;'Cy. First , we identified 

groups at every output with AHF and then traced the particles present in the 

halos at z = 0 back through the simulation including any gas out of which stars 

formed . For the sake of clarity, let us call the subhalo of interest 'Alpha'. At 

each output , we note every group that contains Alpha's particles. The group 

that had the largest number of Alpha's particles is set as Alpha 's progenitor 

at that output. In this way, we t race the properties of each subhalo through 

time, including mass , distance from the host galaxy, and temperature . 
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Because this method only depends on the number of particles , a subhalo 

can jump in position space between outputs , swi tching between subhalos wit h 

different groups of particles . Such behavior was only observed in three of the 

highest mass subhalos in g15784, which will take most of this analysis in Chap

t er 4. This does not affect our results because the jumps only occurred at high 

redshifts and between subhalos of comparable mass and position t hat were 

soon to merge. The pivotal point of analysis in each subhalo history is its 

maximum mass , as 'will be show in Chapter 4, and it occurs well after any 

jumping behavior we see. Also, we will only look at the last time that a par

t icle leaves its subhalo in order to prevent a single gas particle from being 

double-counted . Therefore, any event of gas being ':lost" due t o subhalo jump

ing will automatically be removed from the analysis. 

2.4 The Fourteen MUGS Galaxies 

To date, fourteen MUG S galaxies have finished running at high resolution 

with baryonic physics. Their masses , virial radii and the number of gas, st ar , 

and dark particles at red shift zero is given in Table 2.4 , representing the di

versity in sizes MUGS has to offer . The total mMS of satelli tes in the system, 

the number of satellites and the number of luminous ones found by AMIGA 

at redshift zero are also included . 

The percentage of total mass contained in substructure to the host galaxy 

mass was probed by Dalal & Kochanek (2002) using gravitational lensing, and 

they found it to be between 0.6% and 7%. Most of our systems fall between 

2% to 6%. though there were a number of exceptions that had an excess of 
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Galaxy }"Iass Rvir Ngas N star Ndark y I asssat :\" sat N 1ume 

OOllMO ) (kpc) (105 ) (106
) (105 ) (101OMO ) 

g71:2-1 4.5 144 1.1 1.1 3.4 6.6 33 9 
g5664 5.2 152 1.8 1.1 4. 0 2.3 40 7 
g8893 6.2 160 1.9 1.4 4.6 2.3 60 13 
g1536 7. 0 167 2.4 1.4 5.3 1.1 49 7 

g21647 7.7 172 2.7 1.6 5.8 11 61 11 
g24334 7. 7 193 3.3 2.4 8.2 14 107 25 
g2279.s 8.7 180 2.7 1.5 6.6 2. 6 87 13 
g22437 8.8 180 3.5 1.6 6.6 4.2 69 6 
g422 9.5 183 3.2 1.9 6.9 24 98 15 
g3021 11 192 3.4 2.4 7.9 6.7 96 19 

g28547 11 193 3.4 2.5 8. 1 20 92 19 
g25271 13 206 4.0 2.4 10 2.8 107 17 
g15784 14 212 4.8 2.6 11 8.5 107 23 
g15807 21 2-12 7.8 4.0 17 8.4 147 31 

Table 2. 1: The attributes of every MUGS galaxy run to date , arranged in 
ascending order of mass. The virial radius as found by AHF , number of gas , 
star and dark particles are also given with the total mass of satellites found 
by AHF at redshift zero , the number of satelli tes and the subset of those that 
are luminous. 

substructure above t he lensing results : g21647 at 14%, g7124 at 15%, g24334 

and g28547 at 18%, and g422 at 25%. 
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Chapter 3 

Simulated Lllminosity Functions 

The first type of analysis we undertook was to compare the satellite lumi

nosity functions of fourteen of the IvIUGS galaxies to observations of the Milky 

'vVay, finding that that those galaxies close to the yIilky iNay in mass match 

its function closely. 'vVe also re-simulated a smaller galaxy: g5664, with and 

without the UV background and stellar feedback to compare the effects the 

presence these two mechanisms have on the subhalo population as a whole. 

3.1 Fourteen Systems of Satellites 

AHF found substructure in all fourteen of t he MUGS galaxies , the numbers 

given in Table 2.4 . Heavier galaxies tend to have on order a hundred satellites , 

while lighter galaxies might have thirty. 

In order to determine the luminosity of each subhalo , we used the fact that 

within l\ilUGS each star particle represents a groups of stars, part it ioned into 

mass bins based on the ini tial mass function given by Kroupa et al. (1993). 

Vie extracted the brightness of the stars on the luminosity grid provided by 

CyID 2. 1 (Lei thercr et al. , 1999; l\Iarigo et al. , 2008) . Using the grid , vve 
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performed a bilinear interpolation over t he stellar ages and metallicities of 

each star particle and then summed t he luminosities of all t he star particles 

in each satelli te to derive a stellar magnit ude for the satellites. vVe neglect the 

effects of dust extinction since dwarf galaxies are low metallicity and rarely 

appear dust obscured (l\'l ateo , 1998 ; Lisenfeld & Ferrara, 1998) . 

F igure 3. 1 shows the cumulative luminosity function of the subhalo popu

lations of the fourteen host galaxys , ordered by mass , in the V-band at z = O. 

This is alongside data compiled by Tollerud et al. (2008) that includes both the 

classical satelli tes and the new ultra-faint dwarf galaxies of the Ivlilky Way. It 

is believed that the set of ultra-faint dwarfs as observed is incomplete for now 

because of their faint luminosit ies and that the Sloan Digital Sky Survey does 

not cover t he entire sky. vVe also provide a t heoretical function from Koposov 

et al. (2008) given by ~:;~v = 10 x lQO l (M v + 5) that would represent a theoreti

cal complete set of subhalos. T hey computed their function by correction for 

selection effect , and taking into account the probability a subhalo is detected 

as function of its distance to the Milky vVay and its luminosity. The shape of 

this power law is not to be considered a predictor , but the normalization is. 

The resolution of our simulations is not high enough in order to say anything 

conclusive about the new classes of ult ra faint dwarfs, however. 

Recent measurements of the Milky vVay put its mass at about l.0 to l.5 x 

1012 j\,10 (Klypin et aI. , 2002; Dehnen et aI. , 2006) . Most of our ~/IUGS gala..'{

ies whose masses have about 77% to 90% of the j\,lilky Way 's mass (g2 1647, 

g22795 , g422) and those whose masses approximately match it (g30211 , g28547, 

g25271) have very similar culminative luminosity functions to the Tollerud 
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et al. (2008) incomplete function for their brightness limit. Tollerud et al. 

(2008) always goes dimmer due to the resolu tion of our simulations. T he galax

ies that are much lighter than the iVIilky Way 's mass , ranging from "-J 70% to 

45% of its mass (g7124, g5664 , g8893 , g1536) have a much smaller culmina

tive number in substructure. The heavier satellites on the other halld that 

have around 140% and 210% of the ~/Iilky Way's mass respectively (g15784, 

g15807) have more luminous satelli tes than observed, and start to approach 

the Koposov et al. (2008) complete function. There are some surprises. While 

the masses of g24334 and g22437 are in the range of 77% and 88% of the ~ Iilky 

"vVay's, g22437 has much less substructure than the Milky 'Nay, while g24334 

nears the Koposov et al. (2008) theoretical function. The importance of having 

a sample of galaxies is exhibited in the vari ance in luminosity functions across 

galaxies of similar masses. 

g22795 and g8893 follow t he trend of the Tollerud et al. (2008) observed 

curve closely, while the other galaxies display an excess in high luminosity 

satellites compared to the Milky "vVay. This elbow in the high luminosity region 

is something t hat needs to be examined more as observations become powerful 

enough to probe the substructure in galaxies beyond the Local Group. There 

is the possibility t hat t he Milky "vVay is an anomaly in producing too few 

luminous satelli tes. Conversely the Milky 'vVay is a typical galaxy when it comes 

to luminosity functions, and the fact that almost all t he MUGS galaxies display 

an excess might be because the star formation recipe produces too many stars. 

Figure 3.2 shows the baryonic mass of the subhalo population of each galaxy 

as a function of total mass at z = O. The points along the x-axis have zero 
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Figure 3.1: The cumulative V-band luminosity functions of the subhalo pop
ulations of the host galaxies at z = 0, in solid black, ordered by mass. Ob
servational data of the Milky vVay is gathered by Tollerud et al. (2008) in 
dashed-dotted red , and the theoretical function in dashed blue is from Ko
posov et al. (2009) as if the observations were complete. The ultra faint dwarfs 
as observed go much fainter than the resolution limit of our simulation. Lighter 
galaxies fall below both functions, as expected , while galaxies whose masses 
approach the Milky 'Nay's tend to match the observations more closely. 
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baryon mass. vVit h the exception of g22795, the high mass satellites follow a 

linear relationship as a function of the baryon mass , while this breaks down 

for lower mass satelli tes. The dashed line is the cosmic baryon fraction . The 

subhalos that exceed the cosmic baryon fraction generally follow a linear trend , 

while those below drop off This falloff is similar to the observed trend found 

by McGaugh & vVolf (2010). g1536 and g5664 do not have enough luminous 

satellites for any t rends to be noticeable. The most significant thing in these 

plots is that the zero baryon mass satellites (i. e. the dark satelli tes) and the 

luminous satellites overlap in their total mass, meaning that in any given 

galaxy, the luminous satellites are not all the most massive. 

F igure 3.3 gives a detailed breakdown of this situation for one galaxy, 

g15784, where the satellites are divided into bins based on mass-to-light ratio. 

Luminous subhalos above 5 x 108 :VIo having a mass-to-light ratios of at least 

10 are fit with a powerlaw of index 0.9 . Below this mass, subhalos contain 

syst ematically fewer baryons than the continuation of this power law indicates. 

Additionally, below 2 x 109 Mo there are many subhalos that contain no baryon 

part icles at all and arc thus dark. Of the 23 subhalos that have baryons, only 

10 contain gas. This fraction might seem low if compared to high gas fractions 

found in isolated dwarf irregular galaxies (Geha et al , 2006). but the subhalos 

considered here are all vvithin r vir and are more appropriately compared wit h 

the dwarf spheroidals presented in Grebel et al. (2003) l which are gas-poor. 

vVe must stress that when we say a subhalo "has no baryons" , we mean in 

the sense of the simulation resolut ion there are no baryon particles. Of course 

act ual dark subhalos will always have at least some trace quantities of gas. 
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Figure 3.2: Baryon mass versus total mass for our subhalo population in all 
galaxies . The sub halos who baryon mass falls on the x-axis in fact have no 
baryon particles and were moved there for the sake of displaying them on a 
log scale. Most striking here is that for every galaxy the luminous s1.lbhalos 
and dark subhalos overlap in total mass. The dashed line represents the cosmic 
baryon fraction. The subhalos that exceed the cosmic baryon fraction generally 
follow a linear trend , while those below drop off. 
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Figure 3.3: Baryon mass versus total mass for the subhalo population of 
g15784. The legend shows the symbols corresponding to mass-t o-light ratio 
(total mass divided by baryonic mass) , and the dashed line is the data for the 
subset of sub halos with lvItotal ::::: 5 x 108 Mev that have a mass-to-light ratio of 
at least 10 fit to a power law, given by j\iharyon ex: lvI~(al ' The lower bound of 
the mass-to-light ratio is inclusive. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the cumulative mass function at z = 0 for all the satellites 

in the galaxies as well as the subset that fonned stars . The total satellite mass 

function for the heavier galaxies is similar to the collisionless, dark matter

only simulations of the :\'Ioore et al. (1999) 2 x 10121\11 8 galaxy with the same 

order of magni t ude of substructure, while the mass function of luminous satel

lites is closer to what is observed. In every galaxy there is about an order of 

magnitude more subhalos in total than those that contain baryons. How these 

dark subhalos lost their gas and their stars, if they ever had any, is the key 

to understanding the missing satellites problem. vVe investigat e gas removal 

mechanisms, the reason some subhalos are luminous and some are dark by 

looking at one galaxy, g15784, in more detail in Chapter 4. 

3. 2 Effects of Stellar Feedback and Ultrav iolet 

Background: g5664 

One test to delve deeper into how the cumulative mass function can be 

consistent with dark matter-only simulations while the luminosity function 

is consistent with observations is to re-simulate a galaxy with and wi thout 

the UV ionising and stellar feedback. We re-simulated a second. smaller host 

galaxy, g5664, with a mass of 5.2 x 1011 :VIo , three times with different baryonic 

physics: 

(a) with the standard :\,IUGS simulation including UV and stellar feedback, 

(b) with UV but no stell ar feedback, and 

(c) with neither UV nor stellar feedback. 
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Figure 3.4: The cumulative mass function of the subhalo population of each 
galaxy at z = 0, divided into all subhalos in blue, those with baryons in red , 
and those with V-band magnitude (bright) greater than 10 in orange. For 
galaxies with their mass close to the Milky 'vVay's the cumulative number for 
all subhalos are around a hundred, whereas only t hose subhalos with baryons 
have about an order of magnitude lower in cumulative number. 
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This galaxy is the second lightest of all lvIUGS galaxies and thus was faster to 

run , which is why it was chosen for the parameter comparison. 

Figure 3.5 shows the cumulative luminosity funct ion for the t hree simula

tions at z = O. Nearly every satellite in the simulation run without feedback 

and UV (c) contains stars. Conversely, many fewer satelli tes contain stars in 

t he simulation that includes both (a) . Clearly t he UV ionisation plays a large 

role in stopping stars from forming in many halos. The addi tion of stellar 

feedback has li ttle effect on halos brighter than A1v rv -15, but fainter halos 

are more vulnerable to having stellar feedback pushing out their gas early on 

and stopping fur ther star formation. T he Nl v rv -15 threshold is similar to 

t he fl attening seen in F igure 3.1 for both the simulated and the observed Lo

cal Group mass function. Strangely enough , g5664 seems to have a dearth of 

satelli tes between - 8 < j\tIv < - 15, which may indicate a need for stronger 

feedback in simulations. 

In addition Figure 3.6 shows that the total cumulative mass function is 

reduced by both the feedback and ul traviolet background . Clearly, both mech

anisms working together are important and affect the subhalo populat ion as 

a whole. 
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Figure 3.5: Cumulative luminosity function for g5664, comparing runs wit h 
three different conditions on the baryonic physics. The run with UV back
ground and stellar feedback is in red (a) . The run with UV background , but 
no feedback is in green (b). The run with neither UV background nor stellar 
feedback is in blue (c). Both feedback and UV background , when turned on, 
reduce the total number of luminous subhalos. 
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Figure 3.6 : Cumulative mass function for g5664, comparing runs with t hree 
different condit ions on the baryonic physics. The run with UV background and 
stellar feedback is in red (a). The run with UV background , but no feedback 
is in green (b). The run with neither UV background nor stellar feedback is 
in blue (c). Both feedback and UV background , when turned on , reduce the 
total number of subhalos. 
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Chapter 4 

Gas Loss Mechanisms Through 

Satellite Histories: g15784 in Depth 

The previous section showed that both stellar and UV feedback playa 

significant role in the evolution of satellite gala.,'{ies . In order to gain an overall 

picture of how stellar and UV feedback work with ram pressure and tidal 

st ripping, we will focus on g15784 and look at the detailed , particle-by-particle 

mass loss history of its subhalos. g15784 has a mass of 1.43 x 1012 ~\!I0 ' a disk 

of 3.27 x 1010M0 and a bulge of 5.49 x 1010 ]\.,10 ' This galaxy was chosen for its 

st ability and the large number of satellites it has to provide a good population 

sample for analysis. 

We t raced the evolut ion of 85 of the 107 subhalos identified by AHF in 

g15784. 'vVe 'were unable to do a detailed trace of every halo for two reasons. 

17 low mass subhalos did not maintain 50 member particles t hroughout the 

simulation . 5 subhalos were coincident wi th another halo during one output, 

and thus appeared to gain a large amount of mass . Later on t his this section , 

the analysis will focus on cumulative baryon loss and t he subhalos ' maximum 
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mass, and so these sudden spikes in mass would fudge any results if such 

subhalos were to be included in t he analysis. 

10 of the 85 subhalos we analyzed contained both gas and stars at z = 0, 

v.rith total masses ranging from 5.6 x 1081\if::: to 3.3 x 10l0 NIC') . Of the subhalos 

that did not have gas at z = 0, 17 formed stars at some point but only 13 of 

these retained them unt il z = O. This leaves a total of 23 luminous subhalos 

at redshift zero. 

F igure 4.1 to 4.3 show examples of the time evolution of nine subhalos ' 

mass and distance to the host , labelled sh1 to sh9. Figure 4. 1 shows three 

massive subhalos (sh1 to sh3) that retain both gas and stars at redshift zero. 

Figure 4.2 shows three medium to low mass subhalos (sh4 to sh6) that form 

stars at some point in their lives, but only sh4 and sh5 hold on to them at 

redshift zero , being luminous , while sh6 is a dark satellite. Figure 4.3 shows 

three medium to low mass subhalos (sh7 to sh9) that never form stars and lose 

their gas quickly, all ending up as dark satellites at redshift zero. The masses 

of all nine subhalos are given in Table 4.1 , along with the maximum mass the 

subhalos achieve over its lifetime. This maximum mass will become important 

in §4.5. 

Gas, and to a lesser extent dark matter , is significantly affected by close 

passages to the host , while stars once formed tend to sit undisrupted within 

t he subhalo, at least fo r the higher mass subhalos sh1 to sh3. The lower mass 

subhalos, sh4 to shG , are affected more strongly, having their stars t iclally 

stripped across several close passages. 
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Figure 4. 1: The time evolut ion of t he distance to the host and the mass of 
three massive subhalos in g15784. From top to bottom t hey are labelled as 
shl , sh2, and sh3. The black line corresponds to the distance to t he host on 
the right-hand 3...'Cis on each plot. The coloured lines correspond to t he masses 
on the left-hand axis: dark matter (blue) , gas (red) and stars (green). All three 
subhalos are massive enough the retain both gas and stars at redshift zero. 
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Figure 4.2: The time evolution of the distance to the host and the mass of 
three medium to low mass subhalos in g15784. From top to bottom they are 
labelled as sh4, sh5, and sh6. The black line corresponds to the distance to the 
host on the right-hand axis on each plot. The coloured lines correspond to the 
masses on the left-hand axis: dark matter (blue) , gas (red) and stars (green) . 
All three subhalos form stars at some point in their lives, but only sh4 and 
sh5 retain them to redshift zero. sh6 ultimately ends up as a dark satellite . 
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Figure 4.3: The time evolution of the distance to the host and the mass of 
three medium to low mass subhalos in g15784. From top to bottom they are 
labelled as sh7, sh8, and sh9. The black line corresponds to the distance to the 
host on the right-hand axis on each plot . The coloured lines correspond to the 
masses on the left-hand axis: dark matter (blue) , gas (red) and stars (green). 
All three sub halos lose their gas quickly and never form any stars, ending up 
as dark satellites . 
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Subhalo Final :\/1ass lViaximum :\,l ass 
(109 M? ) ( 109M~ ) 

sh1 7. 1 11 
sh2 2.3 14 
sh3 3.9 7.4 
sh4 0.20 4.2 
sh5 0.080 1.2 
sh6 0.069 8. 3 
sh7 0.72 1.2 
sh8 0.12 0.15 
sh9 0.095 0.48 

Table 4. 1: The mass at redshift zero and the maximum mass ever achieved 
over time for the nine subhalos that we follow in Figures 4.1 to 4.3. 

The quanti ty of gas lost is also mediated by the proximity of the subhalo to 

the host , and the most significant drops happen at the pericent res. However, 

proximity to t he host does not tell the full story. The subhalo that stays the 

closest to the host is sh2, with more than ten close passages and a pericentre 

between 10 and 20 kpc. It is however amongst the most massive and luminous 

subhalos , though by redshift zero it has lost much of its gas. Conversely, dark 

sh8 is the most distant subhalo, 'who was at one point 500 kpc away and is 

only at redshift zero just beginning to fall into its host , still at a distance of 

300 kpc. sh7 is also distant. The fact that t hey are so far from the host galaxy 

also explains why they do not accumulate much gas to begin 'with , because 

they begin in regions of low gas-density. 

vVe can also rank these subhalos according to their final mass. shl to sh3 

are the three most massive and also the three most luminous shown here. 

Hmvcver , the dark satellite sh7 is more massive t han either the luminous sh4 

or sh5 , and dark sh8 and sh9 are more massive than luminous sh5 . sh6 , though 
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ultimately dark, did manage to have enough gas at some point to form stars, 

but it is also the lightest of the nine subhalos featm ed. There are lllore factors 

at work than a subhalo mass at z = 0 and its proximity to the host galaxy 

that decide if it is luminous at z = O. 

Everyone of t he 85 subhalos with comprehensive histories managed to have 

gas at some point in its recorded history, 'whether or not there remains any 

gas, or baryons at all , at z = O. vVi thout fail , each subhalo loses gas on a close 

passage to the host galaxy. Often all gas is lost on the first encounter , while 

in other cases it can take two to five close passages before the gas is finally 

stripped. 

If these su bhalos manage to form stars before the first passage by the 

host , then the stars tend to remain safe deep within the potential well of 

the subhalo, unless the subhalo is not so massive awl SOllle stars get tidally 

stripped . Otherwise , if stars are not formed before this first passage then the 

subhalo will never form stars and will become a dark satelli te. 

4.1 Ultraviolet Background 

Early speculations on t he existence of the intergalactic medium (IGIVI) 

were purely theoret ical in motivation , its source either baryons leftover from 

galaxy formation or baryons stripped from galaxies (Ikeuchi & Ostriker , 1986) 

until observations of X-ray emissions could confirm its existence (Forman & 

J ones , 1982; lVlushotzky , 1983) . Later studies of the quasar spectra uncovered 

photoionisation of this IGM (e .g. Webb et aI. , 1992) , known as the ultraviolet 

(UV) background radiation to redshifts of at least 5.8 (e.g. Fan et aI. , 2000). 
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The Gunn-Pet erson Trough (Gunn & Peterson, 1965) was predicted to appear 

in the spectra of quasars from neutral hydrogen in the IG.VI before reionisation. 

Becker et al. (2001 ) discovered this in a z rv 6.28 quasar , while the lack of 

the Gunn-Peterson Trough in a z rv 5.99 quasar sets the reionisation epoch 

to now be about z rv 6. Rauch (1998) reviews the observations. There are 

several phenomena that are candidates for generating the UV background 

(Henry, 1991), the most prominent being star-forming galaxies and quasars 

(e .g. Haardt & Madau , 1996 ; Schirber & Bullock, 2003; Dall 'Aglio et al. , 2009). 

Through analytical calculations Rees (1986) suggested that this UV back

ground could prevent low-mass objects from collapsing, and Efstathiou (1992) 

found that it could suppress star formation in dwarf galaxies due to length

ening the cooling time of gas. Later simulations (Quinn et al. , 1996; Thoul & 

·Weinberg , 1996) showed that this is indeed the case, and that the UV back

ground plays an important role in creating the observed luminosity function. 

\iVith the advent of the missing satelli tes problem the UV background has also 

been used as part of the solut ion in creating the dark satellites (e .g. Bullock 

et al. , 2000) 

vVe confine our analysis of the evolution of subhalos to the time after z = 

10.8, when a few groups get larger than the minimum Aj\,IIGA particle limit 

and have virialized. One of the earliest mechanisms that removes gas from 

subhalos is the ionising UV background radiation that is emitted from the 

first luminous objects . This radiat ion makes its first impact at z = 9.9 in 

our simulat ions. However , most groups do not form until after the the UV 
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background has turned on, and so we need an alternative means of tracking 

t he subhalos before and after z = 9.9 without using the group finder. 

To enable our analysis of the effects of UV radiat ion , we match every 

dark matter particle 'within the high resolution viral radius with a "twin" gas 

particle at the initial conditions. In our halo-by-halo analysis, we find the twin 

for every dark matter particle in a subhalo at the output of the subhalo's 

maximum mass. vVe then follow the evolution of the gas twins, from the first 

output to the last . vVe refer to the ensemble of these twin gas part icles for a 

halo as the background gas. 

What we find is that unless the dark subhalo forms before reionisation , most 

of the background gas to the subhalo never joins the group at all. However , a 

few of t he dark subhalos that formed after reionisation accreted other gas and 

formed stars. Thus, the gas twin analysis might be insufficient, so we developed 

an alternate means of determining the effect of UV radiat ion involving each 

halo 's virial temperature (Tuir)' 

In order for a gas particle to have enough energy to overcome the potential 

of the subhalo and escape, its temperature must be at least : 

(4.1 ) 

where G is the gravitational constant , ~t is the mean molecular weight, which 

here 'vve take to be 0.6 for fully-ionised primordial gas with three hydrogen 

atoms to one helium mass-wise , mp is the proton mass , k is Boltzmann's 

constant , and Afsubhalo and R s ubhalo are the mass and radius of the subhalo 

respectively, where the subhalo is approximated by a self-gravitat ing sphere. 

vVe define this as the virial, or escape, temperature of the subhalo. 
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Figure 4.4 shows a comparison of T vir with the mean background gas tem

perat ure, and the tcmperature of the subhalo gas identified as belonging to 

sample subhalos. An analysis of the same comparison for all the subhalos shows 

t hat, wi th one exception , every subhalo that at some point has a background 

gas temperature lower than T uir ( T uir / Tbackground > 1) captures enough gas 

to form stars. Figure 4.4 shows the evolut ion of the background temperature 

and the virial t emperature of two subhalos over time. In Figure 4.4, the lower 

mass subhalos at z = 0 formed stars, while the sccond subhalo failed to form 

stars since its Tuir was always lower than t hat of its background gas. Thus , the 

"twin" part icle analysis appears to be robust. 

Figure 4.5 shows a summary comparison of T uir with halo background 

temperatures. Specifically, we compare the maximum ratio over time of T vir 

to background gas temperature as a function of the baryon fraction at each 

start for a subhalo and z = O. The subhalos that obtain T uir/Tbackground > 1 

at some point in their lives all start near the cosmic baryon fraction. \Nith 

one except ion , the subhalos that hold on to baryons at z = 0 are a subset 

of these. That exceptional satelli te started out near to the host, was able to 

gather much gas quickly to form enough stars to remain luminous during its 

subsequent several close passages to the host , while it lost all gas on its second 

passage. 

Quantifying just how much gas a subhalo loses due to the UV background 

induces some level of subjectivity. Instead of merely counting gas that was in 

the subhalo , it involves determining how much gas was never in the subhalo 

but ought to have been . Furthermore, this is complicated by the fact that AHF 
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Figure 4.4: Temperature of background gas (blue) and the subhalo Tvir (red) 
for subhalos sh4 (Figure 4.2) and sh7 (Figure 4.3) in g15784. Temperature 
corresponds to the left axis, and the subhalo orbits (black) to the right . Even 
though sh7 is more massive at z = 0, it is unable to retain as much gas as sh4 
due to the fact that its Tvir is consistently lower than the temperature of its 
background gas. 
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Figure 4. 5: The baryon fraction verses the maximum ratio between the virial 
and background gas temperatures t hat a subhalo ever obtains over its lifetime 
in g15784. The horizontal black line represents the cosmic mean , 0.17, while 
the vert ical black line separates the subhalos who achieved a Tuir higher than 
the background gas t emperature on the right , with those that did not on the 
left. With one exception , every subhalo t hat is luminous at z = 0 is to the 
right of t he vert ical line. 
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never identified most subhalos early enough to study them both before and 

after the UV background turns on. Om only means of peering back in time 

is to look at the behavior of the background gas because each of these gas 

particles begins right beside its dark matter twin. If the UV heats a gas twin 

particle too much t hen it cannot be drawn into the gravitational potential of 

the dark matter twin afterwards. vVe defined the UV loss for each subhalo as 

t he mass of background gas that never joined it . 

4.2 Tidal Stripping 

Next, we examine mass loss due to tidal forces. This is the only force that 

can affect dark matter and stars along with the gas , while the UV background , 

stellar feedback, and ram pressure stripping simply cleave gas from dark mat-

ter . The subhalo's tidal radius is the place at which its self gravity is less than 

the tidal force of the host galaxy (e.g. Hayashi et al. , 2003) . vVe determine the 

amount mass lost due to t ides using the tidal radius. Due to Newton 's Theo-

rem , assuming spherical symmetry, one need only consider the mass interior to 

a given par ticle. The gravitational force on the particle from inside the orbit 

of the particle is 

F _ G Afsubh alo( r )mpart icle 
subhalo - .J 

r-
(4.2) 

where r is the distance from the particle to the centre of its subhalo , mparticle 

t he mass of the particle, and JIJsubhalo(r) is the subhalo mass interior to r. 

The tidal force that t he particle feels from t he host , if the host gala.'Cy is 
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approximated by a point mass, is the differential pull between the position of 

the particle in the subhalo and at the centre of the subhalo: 

- 2 G Nhost m particlc r 
flFtidal = R 3 

host 
(4.3) 

where Rhost is the distance between the subhalo and the host , and JVh ost is the 

mass of the host. Therefo re, the condition for which the particle feels a greater 

t idal force than gravitational from its own subhalo is given by: 

(4 .4) 

A particle that passes this test qualifies for tidal stripping. 

Figure 4.6 shows an example of a subhalo being tidally stripped of its 

gas . ·What is apparent are the tidal arms that stretch out due to the tides. 

Additionally, material is stripped off the outside first before the material on 

the inside. 

4 .3 Ram Pressure Stripping 

One of the difficult aspects of this study is that the mass loss mechanisms 

involve the interaction between two gRS phases with significantly different prop-

erties. Ram pressure stripping as analyzed by Gunn & Gatt (1972) was applied 

to galaxies in falling into clusters , which happens when the pressure of the in-

tracluster medium exceeds the force per area that holds the gas within the 

galaxy. In recent years ram pressure stripping has been applied to the situa-

tion of dwarf galaxies falling through the medium towards their hosts to help 

solve t he missing satelli tes problem. Though Agert;t, et a l. (2007) showed that 
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Figure 4,6: How tidal stripping removes gas from a 2,0 x 1Q8MO subhalo be
tween redshift l.0 (top) and 0,8 (bottom), The dark matter (dark green) , gas 
(light green) and stars (turquoise) are marked at the time of maximum mass , 
while the lower layer in brown is the subhalo at the present output , :\ ote how 
the tidal stripping has already begun at redshift 1.0, and by redshift 0, 8 the 
tidal tail is prominent, The dark matter has been compressed, while the stars 
sit more safely in the centre of the subhalo, The background colours are dark 
blue (colder , 101.5K) through to white (hotter , 107K) of the temperature of 
the surrounding gas in the high resolution region, 
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SPH has trouble modelling ram pressure stripping when the Kelvin-Helmholtz 

time is important , Mayer et al. (2006) showed that SPH works \Nell "vhen the 

dynamical time is shorter t han the Kelvin-Helmholtz time. 

'liVe do a classical ram pressure analysis to see how close these simulations 

come to reality. In order to quantitatively measure t he effect ram pressure 

stripping has on our subhalos , we use the criterion from Grebel et al. (2003): 

(4.5) 

where Pram is the ram pressure, PIGM is the density of the hot halo gas around 

the subhalo, Vsubhalo is the velocity of the subhalo relative to the host galaxy, 

(J" subhalo is the velocity dispersion of the gas in t he subhalo , Pgas is the average 

density of the gas in the subhalo. Here we defined the velocity of the subhalo 

dispersion by 

? 3 G N1subhalo 
(J";ubhalo = -5 R 

subhalo 
(4 .6) 

where N1subhalo is the subhalo mass, and R subhalo is the subhalo radius , defined 

as the maximum difference between the most distant of the subhalo particles 

and the subhalo centre of mass. 

In order to measure the gas density around each subhalo, we computed the 

average density of the n th nearest gas particles , where n is twice the number of 

particles in the subhalo to a maximum of 4000. The density and temperature 

structure of the gaseous halo of g15784 , through which the subhalos pass , is 

shown in Figure 4.7 with substructure removed . A power law of slope -2.2 is 

shown for reference. 
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Figure 4.7: The gas temperature (red) and density (blue) profile of g15784 for 
the outer disk at r 2: 30kpc , with the density fit to a power law p ex r- 2 .2 

(dashed purple). 
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For the outputs in which the ram pressure exceeds the pressure in the 

subhalo, we define every gas part icle that leaves in that output as leaving due 

to ram pressure stripping, with the exception of those that qualified for stellar 

feedback (§4.4) . 

However , we also generated movies of twelve low-mass subhalos and visually 

inspected them by eye to see if it was ram pressure stripping or tidal stripping 

that removed their gas. Figure 4.8 gives an example of a ram pressure-stripped 

subhalo. \lVhen some subhalos approach t he host galaxy a burst of intergalactic 

hot gases washes past the subhalo and as this occurs , t he subhalo gas and dark 

matter separate cleanly, the gas maintaining the shape of the dark matter for 

a few outputs. Tidal stripping pulls the gas away from the subhalo in distorted 

streams in opposite directions. Typically, ram pressure stripping occurs fart her 

out from the host than t idal stripping. 

\lVe found that our definition for ram pressure stripping was much too weak 

and did not work in cases where ram pressure stripping was clearly happening 

in the visualization. This could be an effect of the simulation or resolution, 

and accordingly to compensate we varied the ram pressure stripping estimate 

by several different factors and found that increasing it by a factor of 10 yields 

sensible results . Figure 4.9 gives gas and ram pressure versus time for two 

subhalos , showing the difference the factor of 10 makes in increasing the ram 

pressure to be comparable with the subhalo's pressure where appropriate . In 

future, a comparison of higher-resolution simulations, as well as grid codes , to 

ours would be useful to see if t hey can exhibit ram pressure stripping. 
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Figure 4.8: How ram pressure stripping removes gas from a 1.7 x 109Mo sub
halo between redshift 0. 26 (top) and 0.16 (bottom). The dark matter (dark 
green), gas (light green) and stars (turquoise, none present here) are marked at 
the time of maximum mass , while the lower layer in brown is the subhalo at the 
present output . Ram pressure stripping has affected this subhalo, removing all 
of the gas it processed at the time of maximum mass, but wi thout strength
ening the ram pressure stripping diagnosis by a factor of 10 the individual 
gas particles would not be marked as ram pressure stripped . The background 
colours are dark blue (colder, 101.5K) through to white (hotter , 107K) of t he 
temperature of the surrounding gas in the high resolut ion region. 
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Figure 4.9: Pressure versus time for the subhalos sh4 (Figure 4.2) and sh7 (Fig
ure 4.3) in g15784. Internal pressure is given ·by the solid red line, ram pressure 
from the hot halo gas is the blue dashed line, and ram pressure strengthened 
by a factor of 10 is t he green dashed line. From visualization of t he subhalos, 
sh4 was mostly affected by some ram pressure and later tides , while sh7 was 
affected largely by ram pressure stripping. 

4 .4 Stellar Feedback 

Feedback from supernovae and stellar-driven winds have long been candi-

dates for blowing baryons out of dwarf galaxies, which were observed to have 

low surface brightness and met allitcies . Supernovae can release large amounts 

of energy into the inter-stellar medium (ISM) , enough to affect the smaller 

dwarf galaxies. Larson (1974) found that lower mass galaxies would lose a 

higher fraction of their gas from supernovae, while Dekel & Silk (1986) showed 

t hat low mass is crucial in order for the first generation of supernovae-driven 

winds to cause galaxy-wide gas loss. Later observations showed gas in t he act 

of being driven out of dwarf galaxies (Martin , 1996; della Ceca et al. , 1996), 

and computer simulations supported these findings. Mac Low & Ferrara (1999) 

fo und that interstellar gas could only be ejected in gala.'Cies lower t han 106 iVIG . 

T he Dekel & 'Woo (2003) simulations find that supernovae do indeed increase 
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the mass-to-light ratio for lower-mass galaxies, but also that stellar feedback 

is not enough on its own to explain the missing satellites problem. 

The signat ure of stellar feedback in our r...rUGS simulations is that a gas 

particle has its cooling t urned off as well as a metallicity increase, which allovvs 

it t o maintain its high temperature due to the stellar energy release. When it 

gains sufficient kinetic energy, it can escape the gravitational potent ial of the 

subhalo. We attributed gas loss due to stellar feedback as when gas particles 

had their cooling t urned off in the out put before t hey left their subhalo. This is 

a conservative estimate since outputs were limited t o approximately one every 

100 to 200 i'vlyr. Cooling is typically shut off for 50 Nlyr , so some particles may 

have had t heir cooling turned off in between outputs prior to ejection , but we 

Vlere unable to detect these events. 

There may have been cases where gas directly heated by stellar feedback 

acquired sufficient pressure to push out different gas, a process called "mass

loading" . This is common in dwarf galaxies (Dalla Vecchia & Schaye, 2008) . 

vVe may have found stellar feedback par ticles to have not been removed due to 

stellar feedback when stellar feedback could have also enabled another mech

anism like ram pressure stripping. Therefore, our stellar feedback category is 

under-represented given the resul ts found with g5664 in §3 .2 , wi th particles 

t ruly affected by it probably getting mislabelled as ram pressure stripping 

or t idal stripping. §4 .5 will show a large number of unclassified gas particles 

in some cases , and we suspect many of these might in fact be due to stellar 

feedback despite our labelling method being ineffective for it. vVe also tried 

labelling the subhalos that had t heir cooling t urned off in the timestep after 
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ejection , and then eit her the timestep before or the timestep after ejection, 

and this had li ttle difference in our numbers . 

4.5 A Combination of Mechanisms 

Using all the just described techniques, we follo'wed the entry and exit of 

each particle from the subhalos to determine how the halos were built and how 

t hey lost their matter. 

One confounding effect happened when subhalos passed their pericent re. 

The halos would temporarily accrete a small quant ity of gas and quickly lose 

it , possibly a numerical effect. This is particularly visible in the last pericentre 

of sh3 in Figure 4.1. Because of this , we did not count mass loss of particles 

that entered and left subhalos after t hey reached their maximum mass . 

Some part icles left the subhalo more than once. In order avoid double 

counting, we only counted the last method by which a particle entered or left 

its subhalo. , lYe noted which gas particles were converted into stars, so that 

we could identify what portion of the gas mass decrement was due to star 

formation and what portion was due to gas leaving the halo. T he loss of many 

of particles could not be classified, so mass loss is often classified as "other" . 

Figures 4.10 to 4.12 show the evolutionary history of massive subhalos 

(sh1 to sh3), Figures 4. 13 to 4. 15 show medium to low mass subhalos that had 

formed stars at some point (sh4 to sh6), and Figures 4.16 to 4.18 show medium 

to low mass dark subhalos that never fanned stars (sh7 to sh9) . These histories 

are coloured to indicate cumulative gas lost due to each of the mechanisms 
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described above: UV ionisation , t idal stripping, ram pressure stripping and 

stellar feedback. They also show the amount of gas and stars in the current 

t imestep. 

~ Iost of the gas in t he most massive subhalos sh1 , sh2 and sh3 turn into 

stars quickly, leaving only a small fragment of gas left. Any categorized gas 

that is lost is usually due to t idal stripping with some stellar feedback. sh2 

is the only one that also shows significant star loss , likely due to its multiple 

close passages to the host galaxy, seen in Figure 4. 1. 

The medium and low mass subhalos sh4 , sh5, and sh6 show quickly-risen 

spikes in their gas content , the fraction of their maximum mass reaching 0.15 

quickly. similar to the massive halos sh2 and sh3. Hovvever, sh4, sh5, and sh6 

do not form stars with the same efficiency, leaving the gas vulnerable to quick 

stripping. There is more stellar feedback labelled in these subhalos too, showing 

how lower mass makes a subhalo more vulnerable to having its gas ejected due 

to stellar feedback. sh4 shows ram pressure stripping to be on par with tides, 

while tides become more important in sh5 and tides are the most important 

in sh6 with no ram pressure showing. As well , a higher percentage of stars are 

stripped in t hese halos as oppose to the massive ones sh1 to sh3. 

T hc sit uation for the lllcdium and low mass subhalos t hat never form stars, 

sh7, sh8 and sh9 , is t hat the vast majority of their gas was removed due to the 

UV ionisation . sh7 and sh9 lose the rest due to ram pressure stripping, while 

in sh8 ram pressure stripping and tielal stripping take equal precedence. 

Figure 4.19 shows the fract ion of every subhalo's maximum mass that is lost 

due to each mechanism at redshift zero . These mass loss fractions are plotted 
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Figure 4. 10: Mechanisms for baryon loss over time for the massive subhalo sh1 
(maximum mass: 1.1 x 1010M0 , final mass: 7.1 x 109M0 ) , from Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4. 11 : i'dechanisms for baryon loss over time for the massive subhalo sh2 
(maximum mass: 1.4 x 101OM0 , final mass: 2.3 x 109M0 ) , from Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.12: Mechanisms for baryon loss over t ime for the massive subhalo sh3 
(maximum mass: 7.4 x 109Mo , final mass: 3.9 x 109Mo ), from Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4. 13: Mechanisms for baryon loss over t ime for t he luminous medium 
mass subhalo sh4 (maximum mass: 4.2 x 109Mo ), final mass: 2.0 x 108Mo , 
from Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.14: YIechanisms for baryon loss over time for the luminous low mass 
subhalo sh5 (maximum mass: 1.2 x 109M8 , final mass: 8.0 x 107M8 ) , from 
Figure 4.2. It has managed to retain stars at redshift zero, but they are not 
numerous enough to show up well on this plot. 
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Figure 4.15: Mechanisms for baryon loss over time for the dark low mass 
subhalo sh6 (maximum mass: 8.3 x 109M8 , final mass: 6.9 x 107M 8 ) , from 
Figure 4.2 . This subhalo formed stars, but they got stripped and so it ended 
up as a dark satellite. 
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Figure 4.16: Mechanisms for baryon loss over time for the medium mass dark 
subhalo sh7 (maximum mass: 1.2 x 109M8 , final mass: 7.2 x 108M8 ) , from 
Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.17: Mechanisms for baryon loss over time for the medium mass dark 
subhalo sh8 (maximum mass: 1.5 x 108M8 , final mass: 1.2 x 108M8 ) , from 
Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.18: Mechanisms for baryon loss over time for the low mass dark 
subhalo sh9 (maximum mass: 4.8 x 108Mo , final mass: 9.5 x 107Mo ), from 
Figure 4.3. 

as a function of maximum mass rather than final mass because the sequence 

appears much cleaner. Figure 4.19 shows that the massive subhalos in Figures 

4.10 to 4. 12 are no aberration. It is common for the most massive subhalos to 

efficiently form stars and for tidal stripping to play the most important role 

in mass loss, of the methods we have marked. Again , following Figures 4.16 to 

4. 18, lower mass subhalos lose significant mass due to UV ionisation and then 

much of the remaining mass is stripped by ram pressure. 

Figure 4.19 does not show a significant effect from stellar feedback, even 

though t he simulations of g5664 described in §3.2 indicated that there would be 

on the medium mass halos. Since we do not see this , our method of classifying 

mass loss as stellar feedb ack is incomplete. It is possible that much of the 

"other" category is stellar feedback. In the subhalos that form stars but are less 
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massive (sh4 , sh5 , sh6), the "other" category spikes right when star form ation 

begins, but before the subhalos infall towards the host when t idal and ram 

pressure stripping are import.ant . The fact that the "other" category is smaller 

in the massive subhalos (sh1 , sh2, sh3) where stellar feedback is not strong 

enough to push out gas , and t he lower mass subhalos that never fo rm stars 

(sh7, sh8) supports this conclusion. The "other" category is still strong in sh9 

however , and in Figure 4. 19 there is one subhalo of mass greater than 1010Mo 

with significant "other" , and so the "other" category correlating to stellar 

feedback might not be t rue in every case. 

There is a dichotomy of evolutionary scenanos apparent 111 Figure 4. 19 

between high mass satellites t hat form stars efficiently and the lower mass halos 

that form very few stars. The division is at rv 2.0 x 109Mo . This distinction is 

not apparent when the satellites are classified by their final mass since Figure 

3.2 shows the populations of baryonless and luminous sub halos overlap in terms 

of total mass at z = O. 'vVe will expand on this in Chapter 5. 

4 .6 Baryon Excess in Massive Halos 

For the lower mass subhalos , the amount of mass lost adds up nearly to 

the cosmic baryon fraction , in part because our analysis relied on pairing dark 

and gas particles. However , all the higher mass subhalos form more stars than 

the cosmic baryon fraction. To understand why the higher mass subhalos form 

so many stars, we investigated the origin of these stars. F igure 4.20 shows the 

mass evolution of sh1 , which contains more than the cosmic baryon fract ion in 

stars at redshift zero. The mass evolution is divided into categories based on 
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Figure 4. 19: Mechanisms for baryon loss at z = 0 for all subhalos, as a function 
of the maximum mass t hat a subhalo was able to achieve. The various loss 
mechanisms are cumulative over t ime, while t he total gas and stars are for t he 
current time. All values are a fraction of the subhalo 's maximum mass. T he 
luminous subhalos show an excess of baryons over their lifetime, above the 
cosmic mean of 0.17. The cutoff between luminous and dark satellites happens 
at about 2.0 x 109Mo . 
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Figure 4.20: T ime evolut ion of the matter in subhalo sh1 (Figure 4.1 ), broken 
down into dark matter present (considered to be a twin) and not present 
(considered to be not twin) at the t ime of maximum mass , gas twinned or not 
from the dark matter present at the time of maximum mass, and stars that 
did form from the gas twins and those that did not . T he dashed vertical line 
is the time of maximum mass . Despite the difference in magnitudes between 
the twin and non-twin dark matter, the twin and non-twin gas particles are 
comparable, suggesting that t he dark matter draws on gas outside its region 
of origin. 

whether the particles were twins of the dark matter present at the maximum 

mass. ·While most of the stars formed from gas that was a twin of this dark 

matter , almost a tenth came from gas t hat was not twinned to dark matter 

present at the time of maximum mass. 'vVe tried to find out if any of the gas 

that formed stars were twins of dark matter that was part of the halo than 

maximum mass and found out that it did not . 
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VVe followed the evolution of this extra gas and found that each massive 

subhalo accreted gas from a region much wider than where the dark matter was 

accreted from. The non-twin gas that accretes is marked green in Figure 4.21 

compared to the subhalo in brown. \irhile t his accretion could be a artifact of 

overly-efficient gas cooling in simulations, it could also be unique to subhalos 

that orbit in a high density region where the supply of gas could cool onto 

the subhalo. Higher mass subhalos tend to form stars early, consuming the gas 

that once gave pressure support to the subhalo. This causes the subhalo to 

draw on more gas from its surroundings, which in t urn fuels a further cycle of 

star formation. 
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Figure 4.21: Snapshots at redshift 6 of the 7.1 x 109M0 mass subhalo sh1 
(top) and the 2.4 x 109M0 mass subhalo sh2 (bottom) , both from Figure 4.1. 
The subhalos are in brown, while light green is t he gas that will produce all 
t he non- twin stars that will end up in the subhalos. The gas will eventually 
converge into the subhalos. sh2 will end up in a tight orbit around the host, 
and hence the several shells of gas t hat it will draw upon. The background 
colours are dark blue (colder, 101.5K) through to white (hotter , 107K) of the 
t emperature of the surrounding gas in t he high resolution region. 
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Chapter 5 

The Cutoff Between Luminous and 

Dark Satellites 

Now that we have examined in detail the mass loss mechanisms for one 

particular galaxy, g15784, it is time to step back and see the entire picture 

again for more of galaxies provided by MUGS. 

As we saw in Figure 4.19 the subhalos' maximum mass for g15784 is a 

means of det ermining if a satellite will be luminous or not at redshift zero. To 

see if this holds for other galaxies , we traced the histories of the satellites of 

six galaxies and in Figure 5.1 we plot the baryonic mass at redshift zero over 

the maximum mass versus the subhalos ' maximum mass. Here we find t hat 

around 2.0 x 109Mo in every single system t here is a divide between luminolls 

subhalos and dark according to maximum mass . Table 5. 1 gives the largest 

value over all the dark satelli tes ' maximum masses , and t he smallest values of 

all the luminous satellites' maxilllum masses fo r each of these six galaxies . T he 

maximum mass of dark satellites has never been heavier than 2.8 x 109 .\110 and 

a luminous satellite 's maximum mass has never been lighter than 2.3 x 108 j\,10 · 
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Although the dark satell ites and luminous satellites do overlap slightly, 

meaning that the cutoff between luminous and dark is not a hard value, t here 

seems to be a limit for both classes of satellites . This means t hat beyond these 

values , a subhalo's ultimate fate is determined , 'while in between a subhalo 

could end up being eit her dark or luminous, swayed by a host of addi tional 

factors, including t he environment it is born in and t he distance to its host 

galaxy. One caveat is that increasing simulation resolution could push this 

border downwards as t he particle size decreases and lower baryon masses can 

become possible. rv 109Mo is present ly about a thousand dark matter par

ticles , the number needed for star formation (Christensen et a1. , 2010), and 

so clearly there is still room for higher resolution simulations to explore the 

border between luminous and dark satelli tes further. 

To furt her illustrate why the maximum mass is more suitable and why the 

final mass is not, Figure 5.2 is given, showing the maximum mass versus the 

final mass for the satellite populations in each of the six galaxies. Clearly, a 

single value of maximum mass for a subhalo can become several values of final 

mass leading to a degeneracy. T here might instead be several factors leading 

to this. One of these is pericentre of the orbit . Figure 5.3 shows the ratio of 

the final mass to the maximum mass for the subhalos in g15784 verses the 

minimum distance each subhalo passes to the host , coloured by mass-to-light 

ratio. For the sub halos that have no baryon particles , there is a clear trend 

where the ones that pass closer to the host tend to loose more mass since the 

time of their maximum mass. For the lowest mass-to-light ratio subhalos , the 

mass-loss penalty is lower per close distance to t he host than fo r the dark 

subhalos. T he subhalos of medium mass-to-light-ratio all tend to be relatively 
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Galaxy 

g7124 
g5664 
g24334 

g422 
g3021 
g15784 

Max Mass of Dark 
Satellite ~1ax \-1ass 

(108 :'\11(.) ) 
8.3 
24 
27 
28 
26 
17 

Min Mass of 
Luminous Sat Max ~1ass 

(l 08M(.) ) 
5.0 
2.3 
3.2 
9.6 
9.0 
9.5 

Table 5. l: The highest maximum mass a dark satellite ever has, and the 10\.vest 
maximum mass a luminous satellites ever has within each of the six MUGS 
galaxies detailed. They are shown in order of increasing host mass as given in 
Table 2.4. 

close to the host compared to the dark subhalos , possibly becoming luminous 

because they began in more gas-rich regions, but get stripped more than the 

lowest mass-to-light ratio subhalos. 
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Figure 5.1: The baryon fraction at redshift zero of the mau'(imum mass versus 
the subhalos' maximum mass , for six MUGS galaxies. They are shown in order 
of increasing host mass as given in Table 2.4. 
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Figure 5.2: The subhalos' maximum mass verses their mass at redshift zero , 
for six MUGS galaxies. The dashed line represents the point at which the 
m au-x:imum and final mass are equal. Here it is clear t hat for any given value of 
maximum mass , there can be many satellites that end up with a range of final 
masses. They are shown in order of increasing host mass as given in Table 2.4. 
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Figure 5.3: For the subhalo population of g15784, the ratio of maximum mass 
to final mass, verses the minimum distance to the host. The satellites are 
coloured accorcling to mass-to -light rat io, and the lower bound in the legend 
is inclusive. The subhalo population without baryons shows a trend of losing 
more of their maximum mass the closer they pass to the host. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Discussion 

To gain insight into t he missing satellites problem, vve compared the satel

li te luminosity functions of fourteen host galaxies simulated as part of the 

MUGS project with observations of t he YIilky 'Nay. The luminosity functions 

showed that each halo contained a large population of dark satellit es, meaning 

t hat t heir luminosity functions match observations relatively closely for those 

with masses close to the Milky ·Way's. To understand the effects of feedback 

on the satellite luminosity function, we re-simulated the smaller galaxy g5664 

(5.2 x 1011M8 ) twice, once without UV background and feedback, and once 

without feedback but with UV. The effect t hey had on t he subhalo populations 

was significant. Both feedback and the UV background remove the subhalos' 

baryons very effectively. 

Our total mass versus luminous mass relation for all galaxies reveal two 

populations: the clark satellites that have no luminous mass , and the luminous 

satellites , both of which have overlapping values of total mass. This over

lap disagrees with many previous analytical predictions (Bullock et al. , 2000 ; 

Peiianubia et al. , 2008) t hat at z = 0 there is a mass cutoff that separates 

luminous from dark satelli tes , though it supports the numerical findings from 
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St rigari et a1. (2007). In previous collisionless simulations, the determining ef

fect of maximum mass was not apparent but this becomes much clearer in our 

simulations with baryons. Indeed, we have shown that the cutoff is a function 

of the maximum mass each subhalo is able to achieve over its lifet ime, though 

there is a region in which a satelli te could end up being luminous or dark. The 

highest maximum mass for a dark satelli te was 2.8 x 109M0 and the lowest 

maximum mass for a luminous satellite was 2.3 x 108i'vI0 . 

High mass subhalos exhibited an interesting phenomenon, having more 

baryons t han t he cosmic fract ion mostly in stars. vVe t racked the gas t hat 

created t hese stars to their origins and found that they were from regions 

far wider t han the local region where the dark matter subhalo first accret ed. 

Instead the gas was even picked up during the subhalo's orbit around its hot 

gaseous host. This might be due t o the overcooling problematic to simulations, 

or enhanced baryonic accretion that is possible for subhalos in regions of high 

gas density. 

vVe have also presented a comprehensive study of the mechanisms that strip 

t he baryons off of subhalos for the galaxy g15784, and compared their varying 

strengths across subhalos of all masses. vVe defined criteria for loss due to the 

UV background, tidal stripping, ram pressure stripping, and stellar feedback. 

In the end , our simulations show that there is no single smoking gun to 

explain how t he dark satellites lost t heir gas. Instead , many mechanisms work 

in concert to expel it. and tend to be more effective closer to t he host galaxy. 

The heating of the gas due to the UV background early in the Universe 's 

lifetime prevents gas from ever significantly collecting in all but the most 
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massive of t he early subhalos . The gas that the subhalos do have tends to be 

tidally stripped in the most massive subhalos and ram pressure stripped in the 

lower mass subhalos. The labelling system did not find enough stellar feedback, 

though it was most prominent in medium mass subhalos that did process stars 

at some point in their lives. This reveals a fl aw in our direct particle-labelling 

method, given t he results from g5664 which show that stellar feedback is very 

important in controlling the luminous subhalo population. 

Future work in this area includes tracking where the baryons go once they 

leave their subhalos to see their importance in feeding the host galaxy. Refining 

the method of marking part icles affected by stellar feedback , particularly by 

tracking the increase in metallicity in gas , is also key. Furthermore, \ove need to 

run convergence studies on how the resolution of a simulation could affect the 

mass cutoff limit between luminous and dark satellites; and look at this across 

more gala.'Cies in the MUGS suite. Lastly, we would like to further study the 

enhanced gas accretion in massive subhalos. 
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